
THE SUMMER JOB

carriagehouseautoresto.com is your top resource for summer camp jobs, seasonal employment and careers with
Resorts, Parks, Hotels, Environmental organizations and.

Then search the job sites and use the job search engines by searching for "summer jobs" as a keyword, along
with your location. Working for some families, you could find yourself spending weeks in a beach town or
other resort setting. Keep in mind that food service jobs are not limited to waitstaff. Food Service Worker
Here's an opportunity to develop social skills while earning an income. You may need to fill out a profile,
upload or email your resume and cover letter, and take an employment test , as part of the online application
process. Inventory, stocking shelves, product demonstrations, handing out samples in grocery stores, customer
service or operating a cash register are all options when it comes to retail sales. Working as a gardener or
landscaper isn't much fun if you hate getting dirty while being a nanny won't bring much joy if you don't like
kids. There are also jobs available as hosts or hostesses, busboys or busgirls, and cooks. For example, khakis
and a neat tucked in polo shirt would work well. Business casual is usually appropriate. This job requires
someone who is highly responsible and can resolve conflicts. It's never too early to start considering the
future. Housekeeper Though teenagers may be often viewed as having a difficult time keeping their bedrooms
clean, there are some teens that do well in the housekeeping field. If you find yourself working somewhere
like a bike shop, it could also draw on your mechanical skills. Earning some extra spending cash never hurt
anyone either. This job also requires teens to live away from home , which can help them to become more
independent as they transition into adulthood. A great perk of this job, aside from being paid to spend plenty
of time outdoors, is developing loads of transferable skills that will be useful throughout life, such as
leadership abilities, communication and conflict resolution skills. Along with cash, you'll stay in great shape
physically. Since many people don't have time to care for their lawns, this job is often in high demand through
the summer months and can extend into the fall. Take a look at camp counselor positions or summer tutoring
programs. Networking is still the best way to find a job and most people are glad to provide advice, assistance
and job leads. Want to get an edge on the competition?


